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President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday defended two controversial bills that criminalize libel
and brand nongovernmental organizations "foreign agents," one day before they are to be
heard in the State Duma.

Opposition leaders and human rights activists have criticized the proposed laws as backward
steps and as part of a growing crackdown since Putin's return to the Kremlin in May.

But the ruling United Russia party has called them necessary and is expected to hear both bills
in the Duma this Wednesday.

Putin told top human rights officials that the criticism was unfounded and that calling NGOs
foreign agents when they receive foreign funding was normal, Interfax reported.

Putin was speaking during a meeting with ombudsmen Mikhail Fedotov, Vladimir Lukin
and Boris Titov. Fedotov, who heads the Kremlin's human rights council, told the President
that the term "foreign agent" should be dropped.
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But Putin disagreed, saying that many harsh-sounding words exist in official documents
and legal codes that are practically never used in daily life. In a somewhat strange
comparison, he said tax law defines local residents as tax residents, but that no one had
demanded to drop that definition.

"Such matters of emotion and taste are not the main point," he was quoted as saying.

He added that the bill would not restrict the work of NGOs because it contained no
prohibitions.

Putin also said that another bill making libel a criminal offense was warranted but that
lawmakers should soften it by removing the threat of prison sentences.

"Let's leave [the law] inside the Criminal Code, but we will ask deputies to do away with
imprisonment," he said.

The bill, introduced by United Russia to the Duma last week, has been assailed by opposition
leaders as overturning a liberal reform introduced by then-president Dmitry Medvedev last
December. Medvedev, who is now Prime Minister and heads United Russia, has been silent
on the proposal.

Boris Titov, who is the Kremlin's new ombudsman for the rights of businesses
and entrepreneurs, defended the bill by saying that because libel will be a criminal offense,
officials convicted of it will be barred from returning to state jobs.

Putin also promised that he would ask lawmakers to make further changes to both bills if
necessary.

"If we see that these draft laws need changes, then I am ready to ask for the necessary
amendments in my own name," he was quoted as saying.
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